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On Saturday 20 April, 1968 at the Midland Hotel in Birmingham, Enoch
Powell, the Tory MP for Wolverhampton South-West, addressed the annual
general meeting of the West Midlands Area Political Centre. In the words of
historian, Bill Schwarz, Powell’s speech wove ‘together a lurid brew of
rumour, anecdote, and myth, [unleashing] a ferocious attack on the black
immigrant in Britain’ (Schwarz 2011: 34). Powell argued for racial segregation
and tougher policies of racial exclusion, concluding with a quotation from
Virgil’s Aeneid that should his warnings be ignored, ‘Like the Roman, I seem
to see “the river Tiber foaming with much blood”’ (34). His words were widely
reported, with ‘rivers of blood’ entering Britain’s political lexicon as short-
hand for Powell’s racist credo. Seven of the national newspapers were
initially critical of Powell and two sympathetic; in the succeeding weeks,
however, there emerged a more equivocal pattern of ‘deploring his tone or
style, while surreptitiously conceding on fundamentals’ (36). More remarkable
than the press coverage was the flood of letter-writing precipitated by
Powell’s speech. In addition to many letters-to-editors (the Wolverhampton
Express and Star, for example, received some 5,000 letters in favour of Powell
and 300 critical of him), Powell himself received spectacular numbers of
letters, the vast majority supporting his views. In the year following the
speech, there were at the very least 50,000 letters addressed to Powell, and
in all likelihood, double that amount. Opinion polls at the time also attested
to wide public support for his anti-immigrant message, with Gallup recording
74 per cent in favour of Powell and 15 per cent opposed to him, OCR 82 per
cent for and 12 per cent against, NOP 67 per cent for and 19 per cent against,
and the Express 79 per cent for and 17 per cent against.
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In Memories of Empire Volume 1: the white man’s world, Schwarz sets
out to explain Powell’s speech and its remarkable impact on the British
public. In the process, he develops bold arguments about the inter-
connectedness of metropolitan and settler racisms; of the deep imprint of the
colonial past upon the Britain’s domestic present; and of the advantages of
reading historical texts through the theoretical lenses of literary-critical
theory. His main argument is that for Tory ideologues like Powell, the
disorder of the 1960s contrasted painfully with memories of an ordered past,
which ‘were driven by a powerful, if displaced, recollection of forms of
authority which had been deeply shaped by the experience of empire’ (9). For
Powell and his millions of sympathisers, the nostalgia for past order and the
threat of present disorder were racially encoded. Order was identified with
whiteness, as ‘[t]he imagined geographies of empire, particularly of the
white settler societies, operated close to home . . . . [D]omestic Britons
[became] participants of empire, such that they would learn to narrate their
own lives as imperial men, women, and children’ (10). The formal end of
empire coincided with an increase in black migration to Britain, and ‘the
proximity of black migrants worked to activate memories of the imperial past
– memories of white authority, in particular – which [brought] the empire’s
past back into the field of contemporary vision’ (11). The ‘rivers of blood’
speech therefore exemplifies how the disorder of the 1960s was underwritten
by ‘the unappeased memories of the imperial past’ (32).

To set out the connections between memories of empire and Powell’s
fears for white Englishness, Schwarz returns to Victorian and Edwardian
Britain in the opening two chapters, ‘Ethnic Populism’ and ‘Colony and
Metropole’. Weaving together cultural history, theoretical reflection, close
reading of primary texts, and personal anecdote, he analyses in roughly
chronological sequence the biographies, the contexts, and the writings of
white men prominent in colonial politics and letters from the mid nineteenth
century onwards, including Charles Dilke, JR Seeley, JA Froude, Thomas
Carlyle, John Stuart Mill, Joseph Chamberlain, Lord Milner, Lord Cromer,
Rudyard Kipling, Stanley Baldwin, Lord Curzon, Robert Baden-Powell,
Henry Parkes and Winston Churchill. In his third chapter, ‘Remembering
Race’, Schwarz summarises when and how white masculine-imperial discourse
became hegemonic:

[T]he idealized figure of the white man, the progenitor of white men’s
countries, and the guardian of all human destiny, cohered in these
particularities in the last third of the nineteenth century . . . . One
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impulse for this derived from the experiences of returning proconsuls
– public men of great influence like Milner, less exalted functionaries
such as John Buchan, and a host of more anonymous characters who
made the return from the colonies to the metropolitan realities of an
industrialized, urban society – keen to transplant the energies and
ethical rectitude of the white man of the frontier to the home society.
(175)

Through their words and deeds, the Milner-Buchan generation therefore
produced a resilient consensus by endlessly repeating the idea that ‘[t]he
power of empire resided in the activities of the white man’ (180). But what
happens when this entrenched idea of the white man as guarantor of order
and supreme agent of history is threatened decades later by black nationalists
replacing their imperial rulers and by the arrival in Britain of significant
numbers of black migrants? Schwarz’s answer is perhaps best captured in
his quotation from James Baldwin, which explains the fears of white racists
in the decades of the civil rights movement and decolonization thus: ‘“Well,
the black man has functioned in the white man’s world as a fixed star, as an
immovable pillar; and as he moves out of his place, heaven and earth are
shaken to their foundations”’ (192).

The remainder of the book continues with discussions of iconic white men
and their writings. Chapter 4, ‘The romance of the veld’, opens with Schwarz
recollecting his own troubling interview with Cedric Gunnery, director of the
right-wing Monday Club, in 1986 in South London, and ‘listening to this man
extol the virtues of South Africa as a white man’s country’ (210). Gunnery’s
idealisation of white South Africa is no aberration; ‘South Africa has at
critical times functioned as both the fantasized frontier of the nation and as
the utopian image of what actually-existing England, destroyed by the
mundane forces of an unforgiving modernity, is not’ (211). Or, more bluntly,
‘South Africa represented a test case for assessing the future of white
civilisation’ (212). To understand how South Africa came to occupy such a
pivotal status within the national consciousness of domestic Britain, Schwarz
surveys how ‘South Africa came to be imagined in the metropole by those
who knew it only by fictional and journalistic accounts’ (220). Summarising
the late nineteenth / early twentieth century textual representations of South
Africa in the writings of Edgar Wallace, Kipling, Churchill, Conan Doyle, GA
Henty, and Baden Powell, he concludes that their writings cumulatively
positioned South Africa ‘within the imagined community of the British
nation’ (225). In the 1890s, much of this writing was consumed with the
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conflict between Boer and Briton, and only after the South African war ‘did
the third element – the black other – again move into dominance in colonial
narratives of South Africa’ (233). Churchill’s expressions of racial fear at the
time were typical – in 1906, the year of the Bambatha Rebellion, he wrote of
the white community as ‘“little more than a drop in the ocean of coloured
people [who] may at any moment be swept into the abyss by some sudden
uprising of millions of natives”’ (501). Such anxieties were not restricted to
white South Africans; they ‘touched more deeply the colonial mentality in
Britain as well’ (238). The rest of the chapter analyses the career and writings
of John Buchan, with particular attention to his South African writings – the
political treatise The African Colony: studies in the reconstruction (1903)
and the popular romance Prester John (1910). In the former, Buchan imagines
the foundations of the new Union of South Africa based upon the imposition
of racial segregation; ‘[t]o think any other way would, necessarily, compromise
the essentials of the white man’s country’ (263). And the same racial logic
underwrites Prester John, which ‘works as foundational fiction of the new
dominion. In it, David Crawford [Buchan’s protagonist] became a white man,
and South Africa a white man’s country’ (276).

Chapter 5 is on ‘Frontier philosopher: Jan Christian Smuts’, whose
challenge after the South African war was to ‘devise a politics … in which
the truths of white supremacy could conform to the requirements of a liberal,
neighbourly, and inclusive imperial ideal’ (280). Smuts resolved these
competing political pressures by prioritising white rule: ‘white British and
white Afrikaner learnt to organize an alliance in order to maintain supremacy
over the non-white population . . .  subsuming national allegiance to the
larger requirements of race’ (288). What this meant for Smuts was the
exclusion of ‘the native’ from the imagined community of Greater Britons:
‘Smuts was never one to proclaim the Britishness of the native. These –
Briton and native – were, in his own mind, necessarily separate figures’ (290).
In a sub-section on ‘White supremacy in South Africa’, Schwarz elaborates
Smuts’ ideas on race, distinguishing the model of segregation derived from
‘the instincts of a narrow Afrikanerdom’ that led to apartheid from Smuts’
attempt ‘to invent a mode of segregation which conformed to the enlightened
codes of European civilization’ (300). Schwarz emphasises the centrality of
race in Smuts’ political thinking, quoting Du Bois’ judgement in the 1920s
describing him as ‘“the greatest protagonist of the white race”’ (306). But
at the same time, he gives due weight to the more liberal aspects of Smuts’
philosophy, notably his embrace of ‘the England of Nonconformist radical
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liberalism, free-thinking and communitarian’ (308), and his sympathetic
engagements with a number of ‘tough, principled, subversive intellectual
women – Emily Hobhouse, Margaret Gillett, Alice Clark [and] Olive Schreiner’
(313). The chapter closes with reflections on Smuts’ death and memorialization,
with Schwarz arguing that the muted unveiling of a statue of Smuts in
Parliament Square in November 1956 presaged a dramatic transition in South
Africa’s identity within British national culture: ‘[a]s much as in 1899, British
political life in the 1960s was again to be divided by South Africa’ (337). The
identification of white Britons with white South Africans in the age of Smuts
was disrupted after his death by Trevor Huddlestone’s Naught for your
Comfort (1956), which sold over 100,000 copies, as well as by the anti-
apartheid writings of Ronald Segal and Basil Davidson. The violence of the
apartheid state at Sharpeville accelerated popular disenchantment in Britain
with the virtues of the (colonial) white man’s country, but crucially, Schwarz
argues, the onset of black immigration into Britain meant that ‘[i]f the
symbolic authority of the idea of the white man’s country had weakened in
the colonies, it had a new life ahead in the metropole’ (338).

The focus in the final two chapters moves from South Africa to Southern
Africa, with Chapter 6 on the central white actors in the rise and fall of the
Central African Federation, and Chapter 7 on ‘Ian Smith: the last white man?’.
Schwarz re-phrases his arguments in relation to the white politicians who
presided over the dissolution of the Central African Federation, notably Cub
Alport, Roy Welensky and Iain Mcleod. This now largely forgotten chapter
in the history of decolonization had major repercussions for racial politics
in Britain: ‘out of the crises attendant upon decolonization came a new
politics of the right, and settler populism became a vehicle for the ideological
recasting of the political right in the metropole’ (342). Contrasted with
Algeria and the Congo, the end of colonial rule in the Central African
Federation was relatively bloodless, but the white settlers in those colonies
and their metropolitan allies believed that they had been betrayed by black
nationalists and the British government, and were convinced that they had
‘been witness to the inexorable defeat of the white man’ (346). The end of
the Central African Federation in 1963 was a key transitional moment in the
history of Conservative ideology: ‘It is at this juncture that we can locate the
beginnings of the movement from the traditional right, principally fighting
a sectional rearguard defence against the loss of empire, to the New Right,
which was eventually to take root in the moment of Powellism and Thatcherism
in the late 1960s’ (385). The final chapter extends these arguments to
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Rhodesia and Britain in the 1970s and 1980s:

[T]he coincidence of this colonial crisis, on the one hand, with the
emergent domestic crisis triggered by non-white immigration on the
other, created the circumstances in which, symbolically and politically,
the two became superimposed . . . . The language of the beleaguered
whites in the colony came to serve as a means for comprehending the
racial situation at home. There were ideologues on the right who worked
to make this happen . . . seeing in the betrayal of the white folk in
Rhodesia, as they perceived it, an analogue of the betrayal of their kith
and kin in England. (396-7)

In attending to metropolitan-colonial political connections at the end of the
twentieth century, however, Schwarz continues to emphasise the power of
white identities constituted a century before. In Ian Smith’s 1997
autobiography, for example, he notes the formative influence of Buchan:
Smith ‘follows the generic conventions of masculine colonial romance. He
fashioned his life as if he were a hero in a John Buchan novel, possessing
all the fantastic, requisite powers of the white man, the embodiment of simple
but absolute truths . . . . [Smith] can be located as being, in symbolic terms,
the son of David Crawford’ (424). Schwarz finally brings his study up to the
present by surveying how Britain’s right-wing press reported Smith’s death
in 2007 by representing him (in contrast to Mugabe) as ‘a beacon to the
benevolence of white rule’ (416). Such re-inscriptions of white settler
identity persuade Schwarz to conclude that while the figure of the white man
and the imperatives of racial whiteness might have died in central Africa, ‘in
the dark metropole at empire’s end it experienced a strange, disturbing
resurrection’ (438).

Schwarz has written an important book that deserves to be taken seriously
not only by historians of the British Empire and of South Africa, but also by
critics of colonial and postcolonial literatures, and by scholars in all
disciplines engaged in contemporary debates on race, masculinity and
cultural imperialism. The subtle close readings of historical and literary texts,
as well as the generous 120+ pages of Notes in themselves add significantly
to existing scholarship. As The White Man’s World is the first of three
volumes, my reservations are framed with an eye to how the final two
volumes might develop certain submerged ideas and arguments in Volume
1. Some of the limitations in Volume 1 will clearly be met in the next two
volumes. For example, one obvious objection, that the singular focus upon
a chorus of white male voices (even critically discussed) produces a partial
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history of empire, will be addressed in Volume 2, which centres upon
Caribbean anti-colonial intellectuals.

Whether my two further objections will be met, however, is less clear.
Schwarz’s use of Powell’s 1968 speech as the key moment in the metropolitan
present for reading the ideological residue of the imperial past means that
post-1970s formulations of Conservative ideology and British racism receive
scant attention. Powell’s particular racism has been replaced by quite
different modes of narrating the legacies of colonialism. Contrast, for
example, Powell’s defensive nostalgia with David Cameron’s unreserved
apology for the 1969 Bloody Sunday Massacre in Derry (http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/10320609) and William Hague’s remorse over British
atrocities committed at Hola Camp, Kenya in 1959 (http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/uk-22790037). Or, contrast Powell’s explicitly racist language and
Cameron’s racially neutral diagnosis of the August 2011 London riots (http:/
/www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/8695272/UK-riots-text-of-David-
Camerons-address-to-Commons.html). Does Schwarz’s history of British
whiteness from Milner to Powell explain such contemporary varieties of
British Conservatism? I am not convinced that it does. As a political
adversary, Powell now seems a relatively easy target compared to Cameron,
whose apologies for colonial sins of the past and careful language in
addressing racial conflict in Britain might be more accurately characterised
as white-colonial guilt rather than as (subliminal) colonial racism. (White)
guilt – and associated discourses like sympathy, affect, or sentiment – is of
course quite different to racist ‘othering’, and it might even have the
capacity to provide the beginnings of a radical politics. But expressions of
guilt or remorse can also serve a palliative or compensatory function as they
promise to ameliorate the excesses of free-market capitalism, the exploitation
of labour on a global scale, and (neo-) colonial profiteering. The first
question I hope Volumes 2 and 3 will answer is: in the journey from Powell
and Thatcher to Hague and Cameron, has colonial guilt superseded colonial
racism as the dominant trope in conservative discourses of race and (neo-)
colonialism? Left-liberal critiques of empire like Schwarz’s are as percolated
by the discourses of guilt/ sympathy/ affect/ sentiment as Hague and
Cameron’s occasional expressions of remorse, and it is therefore important
to spell out how left-wing critique is to be distinguished from conservative
apologies for particular colonial atrocities.

One basis for drawing such distinctions might be for radical critics to
foreground economic exploitation under (neo-) colonialism, and this brings
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me to my second reservation. In common with many literary critics and
cultural historians on the British Left, Schwarz appears to fear the charge of
‘economic determinism’ to such an extent that economic explanations
disappear almost entirely from his account of British cultures of whiteness.
There are a couple of concessions that economics might have been significant.
For example, he rejects the claims that white men made the empire, and
instead insists that ‘[t]he forces of capitalism, colonialism, and modernity
generated the wealth of the British world. To suppose this was a function
of whiteness was indeed to create a vision of the world in which historical
realities were turned on their head. Whiteness was the consequence of
capitalism, colonialism, and modernity’ (180). But such moments are rare,
and for most of the book, Schwarz is more interested in analysing the textual
traces of racial rhetoric/ discourse/ narrative/ representation/ ideology.
While acknowledging that there is nothing more embarrassing than being
mistaken for a Crude Marxist, surely British capital’s success in maintaining
and often increasing profit margins in the decade of decolonization (cf Tom
Bower’s Tiny Rowland: a rebel tycoon (1993)) affected the mutations in
white identity both in Britain and Africa’s settler colonies? Did the continuity
in relations of production (and exploitation) between Britain and Africa in
the 1960s and 1970s play any role in ultimately consigning Powell’s racist
project to the periphery of metropolitan Tory politics? Attending to the
economics of the British welfare state within a global context might not fully
explain white British identity, but by ignoring it, Schwarz produces an (as-
yet) incomplete account. For historians of South Africa, who have tried for
decades to understand one particular colonial-settler history of racial
capitalism, Schwarz’s limited interest in capital and class in accounting for
racism in Britain and its settler colonies might well appear as a theoretically
sophisticated return to liberal-idealist historiography. Volumes 2 and 3 of
Memories of Empire could refute this impression, and provide more a
materialist account of British racial discourse in the decades after Powell and
Thatcher. My final hope then is that Schwarz will explain Cameron’s
conservatism, and in particular, answer the question: what is the relationship
between, on the one hand, the political discourses of post-9/11 British
domestic racism and foreign policy, and, on the other, the economic and
social consequences attendant upon the dismantling of the welfare state?
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